Nanocomposites from styrene–butadiene rubber (SBR) and multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) part 2: Mechanical properties
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A B S T R A C T
Due to their high aspect ratio, strength, and modulus, multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) have attracted interest as a reinforcing filler in the automotive tire industry. In part 1 of this study, we demonstrated that styrene–butadiene rubber (SBR) composites containing up to 15 wt. % of well-dispersed, discreet MWCNTs can be prepared using MWCNTs with a specific surface modification and controlled aspect ratios. The melt rheology of the composites with discreet MWCNT was best described in terms of an effective aspect ratio and by considering the discrete MWCNT to be flexible rather than rigid rods. In this work, the effect of tensile strains, up to values of 6, for cured SBR composites containing discreet MWCNT concentrations up to 12% by weight were investigated. The deformation behavior indicates good adhesion between these MWCNT and the SBR. Mooney–Rivlin plots derived from the composite tensile stress–strain data displayed a dramatic change in mechanical behavior as the MWCNT loading exceeded about 5 wt. % attributed to a combined reinforcing effect of tubes on SBR plus overlap of curved or coiled MWCNT. Beyond tensile strains of about 1.7, strain hardening increases dramatically at MWCNT loading greater than 5 wt. % that is attributed straightening of the initially curved nanotubes such that they behave as rigid rods or fibers. Mechanical hysteresis and swelling in toluene on cured composites samples revealed that MWCNTs are in fact well bonded to the SBR. Studies with SBR and a combination of carbon black and discreet MWCNT demonstrate dramatically improved resistance to fracture by tearing.

1. Introduction

Styrene–butadiene rubber, SBR, is widely used as one of the components of the elastomeric matrix for automotive tires [1,2], as well as for wire and cable applications, and sporting goods. For enhanced performance of tires, SBR composites should possess good mechanical properties including improved wear and tear resistance. SBR is most often blended with other rubbers such as natural rubber and poly(cis-butadiene) for specific applications. Various combinations of conventional fillers with low aspect ratios such as carbon black, silica, and clays, etc., have been employed to enhance mechanical [1,3–8], barrier [9–13] and tear properties. Typically, such composites contain high loadings of these conventional fillers up to 60 parts per hundred of rubber, phr [14]. It is also well recognized that polymer-filler composites with such loadings invariably involve some agglomeration of particles due to poor interaction between the polymer and the particle surface plus strong interparticle interactions [15]. These agglomerates can cause deterioration of properties such as wear resistance.

When a tire tread undergoes cyclic loading and strains in actual use, nano-sized voids form at stress concentration locations at and between filler–elastomer interfaces. Under repetitive loading, these voids can coalesce and grow in size to form micron-sized cracks; this eventually leads to failure of the tire. A number of crack propagation mechanisms have been proposed in the literature for elastomers [16–20] demonstrating how cracks form in elastomer composites loaded with conventional fillers such as carbon black (CB) and/or silica. Multiple efforts have been made to prevent the propagation of nano-sized voids into micron-sized cracks and to further enhance the mechanical properties of the composite by adding a small amount of multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) [21–23]. The MWCNTs are anticipated to act as crack bridging elements due to their high aspect ratios and their inherent high tensile modulus (1 TPa) and strength (50–500 GPa)
[24–27]. The basic requirements for the MWCNT to act as crack initiation and growth inhibitors include being well-dispersed and having good adhesion or being bonded to the matrix. However, since rubbers such as SBR may be deformed to high strains, the fillers have to accommodate these high strains without causing premature failure within the rubber phase.

In previous studies, even though MWCNT-filled elastomers exhibit some improvement in tensile properties, they generally do not reach their expected performance based on the properties of the tubes themselves. This may be attributed primarily to lack of discrete MWCNT, poor MWCNT dispersion and weak tube-to-matrix surface adhesion [28].

Part 1 of this series reported a process for making masterbatches containing up to 15 wt. % of discreet, well-dispersed MWCNTs in a SBR matrix using an emulsion coagulation technique [29]. The concentrated masterbatches could be diluted with SBR to give lower MWCNT loadings while preserving excellent tube dispersion. A key to this technology is proper surface functionality and controlling tube aspect ratio at an optimum level to achieve rheological properties that permit processing while preserving good mechanical properties. In particular, the carbon nanotubes were observed to be highly curved or coiled and as such, an effective aspect ratio was found to be a more relevant parameter to relate to the composite rheology under various strain rates. The changes in effective aspect ratio with dilution indicates that the tubes are best considered as being flexible rather than rigid rods.

In this study, composites made by curing nanocomposites formed by dilution of such a masterbatch will be used to investigate the tensile and tear properties. Mechanical hysteresis experiments on these cured composites are performed to understand the interactions between MWCNT and SBR. These results are further supported by swelling studies in toluene. These studies form a basis for future work on MWCNT composites based on blends of rubber of the type used in commercial tires; further papers will discuss the mixing rules of various masterbatches, rheology, and various mechanical properties.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The multiwall carbon nanotube/SBR composites studied here were prepared from a MWCNT/SBR masterbatch prepared by a coagulation process followed by melt mixing in a high shear twin-screw extruder. The masterbatch was then diluted to various carbon nanotube concentrations with additional SBR plus curing additives by melt compounding in a Haake batch mixer. These mixed masterbatches were pressed into sheets and cured as described previously [29]. The pure MWCNTs and CB had specific surface areas of 200 and 110 m²/g, respectively.

2.2. Mechanical measurements

Tensile measurements on composite samples were made at room temperature according to ASTM D 412-06 using an Instron® 3360 Series Dual Column testing system equipped with an extensometer. The gage length was 33 mm. These measurements were performed on samples cut as shown schematically in Fig. 1. Crosshead stretch rate for the stress vs. strain measurements was 500 mm/min; whereas for hysteresis measurements, the rate was 50 mm/min. Hysteresis at variable strain rate measurements on a single specimen of a composite sample were started at 50 mm/min and, then increased incrementally to 200 mm/min in 50 mm/min increments. The stress vs. strain data were processed with Bluehill® software.

Constrained tear testing was carried out on specimens cut into rectangular strips of 50.8 × 25.4 × 2 mm³ with a notch cut to a depth of 12.7 mm as shown in Fig. 1b. The specimen was held between the grips with a constrained sample area measuring 25.4 × 25.4 mm² with the notch at equal distances from the grips. A stretch rate of 25.4 mm/min was used for these tests.

2.3. Swelling studies

Equilibrium swelling measurements of composite specimens were performed on rectangular samples with dimensions 20 × 10 × 2 mm³ soaked in toluene for 72 h. Sample dimensions (length, width, and thickness) were measured with calipers accurate to 0.01 mm, as well as sample mass, before and after swelling and then after drying. The equilibrium swelling ratios (Qₑ) were determined from the sample specimen volumes and by calculations from sample mass using appropriate densities.

\[
Q_e = \left( \frac{\text{volume of swollen specimen}}{\text{volume of original unswollen specimen}} \right)
\]

3. Results and discussion

Tensile stress–strain curves for cured SBR composites containing from 1 to 12.3 wt. % MWCNT are shown in Fig. 2a and compared with cured SBR. As expected, the stress levels of the composites increase with MWCNT loading at all strains. From a loading of 4–5 wt. % MWCNT and above, the stress vs. strain curves become more linear compared with those at lower MWCNT concentrations. To further understand these tensile results, the data are recast in the form of a reduced stress, \(\sigma_r\), versus reciprocal extension ratio, \(1/\lambda\), or a Mooney–Rivlin plot, as shown in Fig. 2b. The rationale for such plots is the following equation from the phenomenological theory of rubber elasticity [18,30–37] in the absence of any filler.

\[
\sigma_r = \frac{\sigma}{(\lambda - 1/\lambda^2)} = 2C_1 + \frac{2C_2}{\lambda}
\]

The reduced stress is defined as the engineering stress, \(\sigma\), divided by the strain function, \(\lambda - 1/\lambda^2\), suggested by the molecular theory of rubber elasticity [30,32,38,39], where \(\lambda = (L/L_0) = 1 + \epsilon\), and \(L\) and \(L_0\) are the final and initial lengths, and \(\epsilon\) is the tensile strain. The terms \(C_1\) and \(C_2\) are expected to be constants with \(C_1\)
related to the crosslink density for elastomers without filler. In Fig. 2c, the reduced stress values for the nanocomposites have been normalized with the reduced stress observed for SBR at the same strain. This helps separate contributions from the MWCNT and from the SBR network.

The Mooney–Rivlin plots can be divided into the following three regions of strain: low strain ($1/\lambda > 0.8$), intermediate strain and high strain where the boundary between the latter two shifts with MWCNT loading. Before interpreting these plots it is important to remember that the stress–strain behavior recorded was taken at finite extension rates (500 mm/min) and are, thus, not equilibrium curves but rather reflect some level of viscoelastic response. The Mooney–Rivlin response for the unfilled SBR sample (black) as shown in Fig. 2b has a linear region from $1/\lambda = -0.25$ to 0.8. All of the samples show some non-linearity on these coordinates in the lower strain region, $1/\lambda > 0.8$ including SBR without MWCNT. The curvature in this region for the composites containing up to 4 wt. % MWCNT is due entirely to the response of the SBR matrix as made clear in Fig. 2c. For large strains $1/\lambda < 0.25$, the SBR sample shows upward curvature as strain is increased; and this can be attributed to the non-Gaussian nature of the molecular network [38,40,41]. This, in turn, is also seen in the curves for the composites with 4 wt. % MWCNT or less. The stress values at all strains increase as the content of MWCNT increases owing to reinforcement or a “strain amplification” effect, as expected for any rigid filler. What is most remarkable about the trends seen most clearly in Fig. 2c is the dramatic rate of increase in stress with added MWCNT that occurs around 5 wt. %. Interestingly, this is near the same MWCNT content where an increase in slope of a plot of viscosity vs MWCNT loading was observed earlier [29]. This threshold composition between 4 and 5 wt. % MWCNT (or about 2.6 vol. %) was previously interpreted in the context of the viscosity as delineating two regimes of nanotube dispersion where at lower concentrations the tubes exist more or less individually while at higher contents the coils of the tubes overlap. The transition may be thought of as analogous to the onset of entanglements of polymer chains or the coil–coil overlap in polymer solutions represented in the schematic shown in Fig. 3 [42]. It appears that a similar effect may be at play in the mechanical deformation of these cured composites.

The upturn of the reduced stress at high strains (see Fig. 2b) begins at lower strains as the loading of MWCNT increases beyond 4–5 wt. %. The upturn at low strains also extends to higher extension ratios. These two effects combined lead to a severe departure from the linear response expected in the classical Mooney–Rivlin plot and observed at low MWCNT loadings. The shifting of the high strain upturn to lower extension ratios may reflect the presence of shorter network chains (formed during the vulcanization process particularly those involving SBR bound to the MWCNT) with increasing MWCNT loading. Of course, the upturn also has to reflect the uncoiling of the curved or coiled MWCNT that apparently occurs at lower strains with higher MWCNT loading, resulting from more extensive tube–tube overlap.

Values of tensile stress at break and elongation at break for these composites were averaged for at least 5 samples and are shown in Fig. 4a and b. The initial modulus plus tensile stress at 100% strain are also shown in Table 1. As seen in Fig. 4a, the tensile stress at

Fig. 2. a) Tensile stress–strain responses of SBR composites containing different loadings of MWCNT, b) Mooney–Rivlin curves from the tensile stress–strain data, c) Mooney–Rivlin plot of the data where the reduced stress of the composites has been divided by that of the cured SBR without MWCNT.
break increases with increasing MWCNT loading up to 10 wt. % and then appears to decrease after that. This increase reflects the reinforcing effect of a filler with high modulus and strength and good SBR-MWCNT surface bonding between the MWCNT and SBR. There is also very definite evidence of a change in response of the elongation at break around 6–8 wt. %, see Fig. 4b.

The average elongation at break values for the composites are very close to that of SBR (~450%) up to the loading level of the proposed threshold. It is remarkable to see essentially no decrease in elongation at break with addition of MWCNT below this threshold; this is even more remarkable given the significant improvements in the tensile stress at break observed. The reason behind the high elongation at break reflects two inter-related factors: one is a strong interfacial bonding between SBR and tube surface and the other is straightening of the curved or coiled tubes in the stretch direction along with the matrix as schematically shown in Fig. 5a and b. At higher MWCNT loadings, the elongation at break shows a modest decrease. The high aspect ratio of the MWCNT permits a high degree of load sharing with the rubber matrix and as crack bridging elements that prevent failure at low stresses. The high elongation at break for these composites is, in part, the result of uncoiling of MWCNTs in the SBR matrix. Of course, such responses are only possible if there is excellent physical and/or chemical interactions between tube surface and rubber. These interactions between the filler and rubber act, in part, as physical crosslink points. At high enough loadings of MWCNT, these “effective” physical crosslinks would act as barriers to the deformation of SBR, leading to the reduced elongation at break [43] and tensile stress values after 10 wt. % observed in Fig. 4a.

Insights about irreversible changes in the structure of rubber composites can be gained by performing multiple load cycles (or hysteresis). Grosch et al. [44] and Harwood and Payne [45,46], for example, have studied the hysteresis properties of rubbers filled with carbon black at high strains. Their findings suggest that the greater the area under the stress– strain curve, i.e., the energy that a rubber dissipates while stretching, the more energy the rubber can withstand before breaking. The Mullins hysteresis [39,47–51] or the strain-softening effect is quite commonly observed in elastomers filled with carbon black or MWCNTs. When these elastomer-filler composites are exposed to multiple cycles of loading, the area under the first stretch stress–strain curve is different from the retraction curve, and this difference has been attributed to several.

![Fig. 3. Schematic representing overlapping of coils of tubes with increasing MWCNT loading [42].](image)

![Fig. 4. a) Tensile stress at break, b) elongation at break as a function of MWCNT loading (dashed lines drawn to guide the eye).](image)

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Tensile stress at break [MPa]</th>
<th>Elongation at break (%)</th>
<th>Tensile stress at 100% [MPa]</th>
<th>Initial modulus [MPa]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SBR</td>
<td>3.3 ± 1.0</td>
<td>463 ± 22</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.03</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%</td>
<td>5.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>527 ± 80</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>5.9 ± 1.0</td>
<td>505 ± 47</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.11</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5.7 ± 1.2</td>
<td>451 ± 108</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.11</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6.4 ± 0.9</td>
<td>444 ± 47</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.06</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7.2 ± 0.8</td>
<td>478 ± 42</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.18</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>10.2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>439 ± 18</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.10</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>11.7 ± 1.0</td>
<td>382 ± 71</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.55</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>8.9 ± 0.9</td>
<td>252 ± 37</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.21</td>
<td>5.4 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
possible causes including the breakage or the slippage of chains from the particle surface which has reached the limit of extensibility [50–52]. Specimens of SBR and its composites were stretched in this study four times in a tensile mode to a specific strain prior to the breaking strain of the sample. A 200% strain was chosen for an SBR sample while for SBR-MWCNT composites it was chosen as 150% to avoid breaking during multiple stretches. Some composites containing MWCNT failed prematurely when stretched multiple times to 200%, hence 150% was chosen as a safety limit for composites containing MWCNT in these hysteresis experiments. At the

---

**Fig. 5.** a) Composite sample with coiled MWCNTs before stretching, and b) stretched sample with straight MWCNTs.

**Fig. 6.** Tensile stress–strain loading responses for a) SBR, b) 3 wt. % CNT-SBR, and c) 7.5 wt. % CNT-SBR composite samples, respectively.
end of each final stretch, samples were equilibrated at that stretch for 15 min before re-stretching. Fig. 6a shows stress–strain curves obtained by multiple stretches for a cured SBR sample without any MWCNT. From this, it is clearly evident that there is no substantial difference observed in the successive stress–strain curves for the SBR sample; this suggests there is no significant chain breakage.

The stress–strain data from the first and second stretches for 3 and 7.5 wt. % MWCNT loaded SBR composites are shown in Fig. 6b and c, respectively. For the composite containing 3 wt. % MWCNT, the second stress–strain response differs slightly from the first stretch whereas for the composite containing 7.5 wt. % MWCNT, there is a significant difference between the first and second stress–strain responses. This is similar to the well-known Mullin’s hysteresis or strain-softening effect commonly observed for rubber composites [47].

Some part of the hysteresis observed in the present composites may be the result of irreversible re-arrangement or straightening of the MWCNTs. At loadings higher than the threshold concentration for overlapping of tubes, akin to coil–coil overlapping as observed in polymer chains in solution [42], such effects are apparently more exaggerated. Note that the third and fourth stretches are quite similar to the second stretch. This indicates that the initial re-arrangements of the composites only happen during the first stretch and from the second stretch onwards no further changes are significant provided the composite is not stretched to a higher strain level. Similar, but more exaggerated, responses were also observed for 10 and 12.3 wt. % MWCNT filled SBR composites (see the Supporting Information).

The first and second stretch stress–strain curves for SBR, and composites containing various amounts of MWCNT represented as Mooney-Rivlin plots are shown in Fig. 7a–e. At lower levels of strains, the reduced stress levels in the second stretch are lower than that of the first stretch at low extensions. This is true for SBR without any nanotubes; this effect is not so apparent at low

---

**Fig. 7.** Mooney–Rivlin curves derived from first and second stress–strain loading responses for a) SBR, b) 3 wt. % CNT-SBR, c) 7.5 wt. % CNT-SBR, d) 10 wt. % CNT-SBR, and e) 12.3 wt. % CNT-SBR composites, respectively.
loadings of MWCNT but became much more significant with MWCNT loadings >5 wt.%. As the strain levels approach 150% or 1/\(\lambda = 0.4\), the reduced stress in the second stretch approaches the value of the first stretch. At this strain, the sample in the second stretch has the same load bearing structure achieved when it was first stretched to this strain; similar behavior is observed in other rubber-filler composites [52–54].

Further understanding of hysteresis of MWCNT-filled SBR was carried out by stretching samples multiple times to different strains and with subsequent comparison of stress–strain curves for a sample that was stretched continuously to the highest strain. Fig. 8a and b represent the hysteresis behavior of SBR and SBR filled with 7.5 wt. % MWCNT composites, respectively. Similar responses were observed for 3 and 12.3 wt. % MWCNT composites (Shown in Supporting Information). In Fig. 8a, the data for all stretches (first, second and third) of SBR that were stretched to 100, 150, and 200% essentially fall on top of each other. Furthermore, data from the continuous stretch to 200% of a fresh SBR specimen matches with that of the above mentioned sequence. This indicates that there is essentially no significant hysteresis for the SBR sample even when stretched multiple times to different strains. However, a sample containing 7.5 wt. % MWCNT displays significant strain-softening when it was stretched multiple times as shown in Fig. 8b. This reflects continuous structural rearrangements that occur on stretching, and when subsequently re-stretched the arrangement process continues when the strains exceed those of previous stretches. This illustrates that these MWCNT composites behave very similar in this regard as other rubber composite.

Constrained tear measurements were performed in a tensile mode on SBR as well as composites filled with CB and with CB plus MWCNT. Fig. 9a shows the apparent stress vs strain relation for each of the materials mentioned as the samples were loaded to failure. The area under the tear stress–strain curve represents the amount of work (or energy) required to tear the respective sample to complete failure. SBR filled with 40 phr CB fails at 100% strain with a classical breakdown of CB–CB particle structure associations in a step-wise pattern before complete failure of the specimen [18,55–57]. Addition of 3 phr MWCNT to a sample containing 40 phr CB in SBR caused a further increase in tear properties compared with CB filled SBR composite; this material extends to over 150% strain, much like the unfilled SBR, before complete failure. The lack of a step-wise breakdown of structures in the tear initiation curve and the higher area under the curve (i.e., more energy required to break the sample) indicates the MWCNTs are

Fig. 8. Hysteresis (tensile stress–strain response) curves for a) SBR composite, b) SBR filled with 7.5 wt. % MWCNT composite.

Fig. 9. Plots of a) Tensile stress vs. strain in constrained tear mode (with notch), b) tensile stress vs. extension ratio in tensile mode responses (without notch) for SBR, SBR filled with CB and, CB and MWCNT, respectively.
indeed acting as crack bridging elements for inhibiting tear propagation. Table 2 shows stress and strain at break for these samples plus the energy to break. Relative to unfilled SBR, the addition of CB causes ~60% increase in tear energy while adding both CB and MWCNT causes a 2.8-fold increase. Tensile stress vs. strain measurements were also performed on the samples of the same compositions as for constrained tear tests, but without the notch. The stress—strain curves for the three samples are shown in Fig. 9b with results summarized in Table 3.

Table 3: Tensile testing (without notch) results for composites of SBR filled with CB and CB + MWCNT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Tensile stress at break [MPa]</th>
<th>Elongation at break [%]</th>
<th>Modulus [MPa]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SBR</td>
<td>3.3 ± 1.0</td>
<td>463 ± 22</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBR + 40 phr CB</td>
<td>15.5 ± 1.2</td>
<td>273 ± 0.2</td>
<td>8.3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBR + 40 phr CB + 3 phr MWCNT</td>
<td>19.5 ± 1.2</td>
<td>407 ± 0.2</td>
<td>5.4 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An important message from these tensile measurements is that addition of MWCNT to SBR/CB composites causes failure to occur at higher stresses and higher elongations; this may be attributed to the unique reinforcing characteristics of MWCNT combined with strong surface interactions between the MWCNT and SBR. Higher elongations at break are attributed to the uncoiling of curved MWCNTs during the stretching process as shown schematically in Fig. 5a and b.

An indirect correlation of SBR and MWCNT surface interactions was explored using swelling of the composite specimens in toluene. Fig. 10 shows the swelling ratio (Qv) curves for the composite samples calculated from the volumes and masses as a function of MWCNT loading. It can be seen that Qv in both curves (calculated from the masses and volumes of samples) strongly decreases with increasing MWCNT loading. The swelling ratios calculated using mass and volume determinations differ slightly perhaps owing to differences in techniques and accuracy; however, the trends are clear. This decrease in swelling with increasing MWCNT loading is due to strong bonding between the SBR and MWCNT surfaces such that the MWCNT are able to constrain the extent to which the SBR network can swell.

4. Conclusions

Tensile stress—strain measurements were performed on cured SBR samples containing various loadings of MWCNT. The elongation at break remained at the level of SBR (~460%) until about 7.5 wt. % MWCNT and then decreased slightly while the stress at break increased by 210% up to 7.5 wt. % MWCNT reflecting the reinforcing effect of MWCNT and its interactions with SBR. Moonen—Rivlin plots derived from the tensile stress—strain curves show that the curves shift towards higher reduced stress values with increasing MWCNT loading due to reinforcement of SBR. Multiple stress—strain measurements on the same composite sample showed significant hysteresis, e.g., Mullin’s strain-softening behavior, for samples containing MWCNT. The stress—stress responses from the second stretch onwards (third and fourth stretches) rejoin the stress—strain curve of a first stretch at higher strain levels. This reflects continuous irreversible structural rearrangements of the composite that continue when subsequent strains exceed the strain applied in the previous stretch. When the specimen is stretched to higher strains, it responds like a fresh specimen from that point. Reduction in swelling ratios of rubber in toluene, determined from both volume and mass measurement, with increasing MWCNT loading demonstrates a significant constraint by the MWCNT that can be attributed to a good interfacial interaction between MWCNT surface and the SBR matrix. In many ways, the MWCNT composites show similar mechanical behavior to CB composites, but at significantly lower loadings of MWCNT.

Constrained tear testing on sample filled with CB and with both CB and MWCNT were performed. Compared with unfilled SBR, the addition of CB causes ~60% increase in tear energy while adding both CB and MWCNT causes a 2.8-fold increase indicating that the MWCNTs act as effective crack bridging elements.
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